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inoizurtsi iroiretlu irpocS .aticserc id Ãtilatnem id eigetarts e ilatigid itnemurts id otnemiglovnioc ,elauttecnoc enoisnerpmoc ,ihccir itipmoc a enoiznetta eralocitrap noc etneduts ingo ni elaiznetop oneip li eraleviR below the grade level. Learn more It helps students with difficulties in Tiers 2 and 3 achieve math success and quickly brings them up to
grade level by targeting the most important standards. Learn more teaches explicit strategies that enable students to master difficult ideas such as how to proportions, probability, functions, and data analysis. Learn More A problem-based core curriculum designed to address content and practice standards to foster learning for all. Learn More Fill
individual student learning gaps while reinforcing mastery with students performing at grade level. Learn More Materials do not assess topics before the grade level in which the topic should be introduced. The instructional materials reviewed for Grade 7 assess a few topics that are above grade-level. However, the affected assessments and their
accompanying lessons can be modified or skipped without impacting the underlying structure of the instructional materials. Moreover, there is a variety of included assessment types that cover all of the CCSSM. Overall the instructional materials meet the expectation for focus within assessment. The instructional material assesses the grade-level
content and, if applicable, content from earlier grades. Content from future grades may be introduced but students should not be held accountable on assessments for future expectations. The instructional materials reviewed for Grade 7 meet the expectations for assessment because above grade-level assessment items and their accompanying
lessons, can be modified or omitted without significantly impacting the underlying structure of the instructional materials. For this indicator, the four quarterly benchmark tests were reviewed first, then for a more in-depth look at each CCSSM indicator, the chapter tests, extended response tests, and performance tasks were examined. The
instructional materials offer multiple tiers of assessment on their ConnectEd website. These include pretests, diagnostic tests, chapter quizzes, chapter tests, performance tasks, extended response tests, quarterly benchmark tests, standardized test practice as well as SBAC and PARCC practice test question. Furthermore, a test generator is included
so that educators can create their own assessments to suit their needs. The The quarterly reference test evaluates the following standards of Grado 7: 7.RP.1, 7.RP.2, 7.RP.3, with some elements of 7.ns.3, 7.EE.2 and 7.EE .3. The standards are mainly covered in chapters 1-2. The listed CCSSM is treated in the assessments. A higher level topic is
assessed. Questions 8 and 21 are questions about the slope. The slope is introduced for the first time in Grado 8. The standard of grade 7 which leads to the slope is 7.E.2.B and it reads "identifies the constant of proportional tear (unitary speed) in tables, graphs, equations, diagrams And verbal descriptions of proportional relationships. "These two
concepts are closely related and the lesson offers an explanation of that relationship, therefore the inclusion of this topic of grade 8 is mathematically reasonable. The second quarterly reference test evaluates the following standards of Grado 7: 7.ns.1, 7.ns.2, 7.ns.3, 7.EE.1, 7.EE.2 and 7.EE.3. The standards are mainly covered in chapters 3-5. The
listed CCSSM is treated in the assessments. A higher level topic is assessed. Questions 10 and 24 are questions about arithmetic sequences. Arithmetic sequences are formally addressed to high school. HSF.BF.A2 says: "Write arithmetic and geometric sequences both in a recursive way and with an explicit formula, use them to model situations and
translate between the two forms". The corresponding lesson on the sequences is in chapter 5, lesson 2. The questions are more closely related to the identification of a scheme and the students are asked to understand the "arithmetic sequence" of the vocabulary and find the umpteenth term that reasonably extends the Standard of Grado 7. This
lesson could have been skipped without affecting the other lessons of the chapter. The questions concerned on the test may be skipped or explained, or a teacher could use the test generator to create a test without sequences. The third test of quarterly evaluates the standards of Grado 7 following 7.g.1, 7.g.2, 7.g.3, 7.g.4, 7.g.5, 7.g.6 7.EE. 3 and
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rep enoisselfir arev anu atneserppar etnatropmi oroval la itacided inroig id oremun lI .etnatropmi oroval la Of days, every chapter and lesson should take. When calculating the number of days, 66 66 of the lesson time is spent on the main clusters, 32% of the lesson time is spent on supporting clusters. Chapter 1: Nine lessons should last 16 days.
Chapter 2: Eight lessons should last 16 days. Chapter 3: Five lessons should last 14 days. Chapter 4: Eight lessons should last 15 days. Chapter 5: Eight lessons should last 17 days. Chapter 6: Eight lessons should last 18 days. Chapter 7: Six lessons should last 15 days. This chapter is considered to support clusters, but in Lesson 1, 2 and 3 about 25%
of the problems relate to using the properties of angles and triangles to find angular measures that have built-in equations. These problems include point 7.EE.4. In lesson 4 problems use proportions to solve scale problems. These problems incorporate 7.RP.2 Therefore, about three and a half days are devoted to important work. Chapter 8: Eight
lessons should last 19 days. This chapter is considered to support clusters, but the area, surface, and volume problems provide problems that include rational numbers which then incorporate 7.NS.A. Therefore, about nine and a half days are devoted to important work. Chapter 9: Seven lessons should last 15 days. This chapter is considered a support
cluster, but in lesson 1 students write the probabilities as a percentage, prepare for 7.RP.3, so half of this lesson is considered important work. The simulations of Lesson 4 require students to use the ratio and percentages to solve real-world problems (RP 7.3), so half of this lesson is considered important work. Lesson 5 students should find the
percentage of an event occurring by incorporating 7.RP.3 so half of this lesson is considered important work. Therefore, about two days are dedicated to important work. Chapter Five lessons should last 13 days. Five of the lessons relate to cluster support. However, in lesson 1 students express the probability as a percentage (RP 7.3). This same
lesson has student students A probability of making predictions of future events. In doing this, students must set up and resolve a proportion in order to be engaged in (7.rp.a). Therefore, one day it is spent on an important job. Indicator {{â € ™ 1b '| Indinizername}} consistency: the didactic material of each degree is coherent and consistent with
the standards. The didactic material examined for Grado 7 meets the expectations of being coherent and consistent with the standards. The materials include content modeled by the CCSSM clusters with sufficient work to be feasible for a school year. All students engage in extensive practice with level problems and support content involves students
in the main work of the degree. Natural connections are created between clusters and domains. However, the materials cannot notice the progression from one degree to another. Overall, the materials meet the expectation of being consistent and compliant with the rules. Supporting content improves concentration and consistency at the same time
involving students in the main work of the course. The didactic material revised for the Grade 7 satisfies the expectation for support content by improving attention and consistency simultaneously involving students in the main work of the degree. Overall, the lessons focused on the support of content also involve students in important works, where
natural and appropriate. In chapter 7, lesson 1 uses vertical and adjacent corners to find the measures of the missing corners. In example 3 and in their practical problems, one of the corners is labeled with an algebraic expression. Consequently, students will have to set up and resolve an equation to find the measure of the missing corner. Thus,
students simultaneously practice 7.g.3, a support cluster, and 7.Ee.4.A, a main cluster. Chapter 7, lesson 4 uses reasoning to solve problems involving scale.So they are simultaneously engaged in 7.G.1, a support cluster, and 7.RP.1, a main cluster. Chapter 8, Lesson 5 involves locating the volume of a This supports cluster 7.G.6. In Example 3 and its
practical problems, students use the formula to find the height of a pyramid. To do this, students have to solve an equation. Thus, students are also practicing 7.EE4.B. Chapter 9, Lesson 1 involves finding the probability of a simple event. In this way students should relate this information as a ratio and a percentage. This supports important work
7.Q.3. In Chapter 9, Lesson 2, Example 3, students use theoretical and experimental probability to predict future events. In doing so students must set and solve a ratio, so they are engaged in 7.RP.A. In Chapter 10, Lesson 1 students express probability as a percentage. This supports important work 7.Q.3. This same lesson has students use
probability to make predictions of future events. In this way, students must set and solve a ratio so that they are engaged in 7.RP.A. The amount of content designated for a level is acceptable for a school year in order to promote consistency between levels. The teaching material reviewed for Grade 7 meets expectations that the amount of content
designated for a grade level would be practicable for one school year, in order to promote consistency between grades. The teaching material is designed to last 158 Â” 168 days. Many additional resources can be found on the accompanying website. Overall, the amount of content designated for this level is sustainable for a school year. Included in
the material is an annual hiking guide. According to that guide, it would take 158 days to complete the work in the student edition. This includes time for a chapter opener, a half-chapter quiz, a chapter review and a chapter test. You could dedicate ten In more than the five unit projects. All CCSSMs have been developed to give students the practice
necessary to prepare for Grado 8. For each lesson there is a guided practice, an independent practice and a common spiral review. Also included in the are Real-World Link, H.O.T. Higher Order Thinking, and Power-up Common Core Test Practice which are more rigorous than the independent practices. Materials are consistent with the progressions
in the Standards i. Materials develop according to the grade-by-grade progressions in the Standards. If there is content from prior or future grades, that content is clearly identified and related to grade-level work ii. Materials give all students extensive work with grade-level problems iii. Materials relate grade level concepts explicitly to prior
knowledge from earlier grades. The instructional materials reviewed for Grade 7 partially meet the expectations for the materials to be consistent with the progressions in the standards. The materials give all students extensive work on grade-level problems. Content from prior and future grades is identified but not explicitly stated. The materials
attempt to relate grade level problems to prior knowledge but they fail to mention grade to grade progressions. Overall the instructional materials partially meets the expectation to be consistent with the progressions in the standards. The materials do an excellent job of giving all ability levels an opportunity for learning grade-level standards. The
materials provide exercises for all levels of complexity and recommended homework options that are organized for students who are approaching, on level, or beyond level. The materials connect classwork to the homework assignments for all ability levels. For example, the materials use a variety of practice with ¢ÃÂÂPower Up¢ÃÂÂ activities for
performance task problems and common core test practice for a challenging review structure. The materials suggests that students from all three levels are encouraged to try these higher order thinking problems, so students who need interventions still get to engage with the full depth of the grade-level standards. Below grade-level work is listed as
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raelc ton si ti, deityi si ti hguoht .3.sn.7 rof perp sa de Tsil Si, 1 And the materials incorporate natural connections between domains, where these connections are natural and important. At the beginning of the edition for teachers câ € ™ is an index of the CCSSM and the related chapters and lessons where these standards can be found. Each unit in
the materials is related to a Grade 7 CCSSM domain. The units are divided into chapters that focus on the rules in this sector. The chapters are divided into lessons that incorporate aspects of each rule. Consequently, the title, the objective and the essential question of each lesson are clearly defined by the titles of the CCSSM clusters. The students
edition provides a degree 7 CCSSM table and students have the possibility to follow their knowledge of the CCSSM during the year. In addition to the connections referred to in criterion 1C, there are several examples of connection of two or more domains. In Grado 7, some of these examples include: Chapter 1, Lesson 2 colleague 7.rp.1 and 7.ns.3
where students connect the complex fractions to unitary rates while dividing the hamlets. Chapter 2 colleague 7.rp.a and 7.EE.3 where students will solve percentage problems with proportions while solving mathematical and real life problems. Chapter 7, lesson 7 colleague 7.rp.3 with 7.ns.2 and 7.ns.3 where students convert between measuring
systems by setting a proportion and using the operations of rational numbers to resolve them. Rigor and balance: the didactic materials of each class reflect the balances of the standards and help students to meet the rigorous expectations of the standards, helping them to develop conceptual understanding, procedural qualification, fluidity and
application. The materials reviewed for Grado 7 do not meet the penalty and balance expectations. Although all three aspects of the penalty are present in the materials, they are often presented separately and unused in a balanced way to develop a concept. The workshops of ittecnoc ittecnoc i aivattut ,elauttecnoc enoisnerpmoc al erappulivs rep
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decnerefer Ton Era Sbal Yriuqni eht n I To demonstrate understanding using numerical lines. Chapter 4 covers operations with all rational numbers (7.ns.2 and 7.ns.3). Two investigation workshops provide a conceptual understanding of rational numbers. The investigation laboratory before lesson 1 uses numerical lines to explain the negative
fractions. The investigation laboratory before lesson 3 uses a numerical line to show the addition and subtraction of positive and negative fractions. Both workshops offer a nice introduction to conceptual understanding, however, that understanding is not strengthened in the corresponding lessons and in practice problems. Lessons on multiplication
and division of rational numbers begin by showing the algorithm and do not develop a conceptual understanding. Conceptual understanding is required in 7.e.a. This is mainly treated in chapter 5. In chapter 5 students use the owners of the operations to generate equivalent expressions. This chapter offers students some practice with Algebra tiles to
help students get a conceptual understanding of equivalent expressions. For example, the materials develop a good conceptual understanding of the Factoring linear expressions. At the beginning, an investigation workshop shows students how to use Algebra tiles to obtain a view of factoring. In the lesson, students are shown two ways to account for.
Method 1 encourages the use of a model and method 2 shows students how to use the largest common factor. At the end of each lesson there are higher order problems. These offer students the opportunity to develop a conceptual understanding. Students are asked to explain their understanding by justifying the conclusions, finding errors or
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stneduts retfA .raey eht tuo-hguorht ycneulf ni egagne yllaunitnoc ot seitinutroppo nevig era stnedutS ?sregetni owt eht era tahW .4 si sregetni owt eht fo mus ehT .01- si sregetni eht neewteb ecnereffid ehT .12- si sregetni owt fo tcudorp ehT :sksa 832 egap no 51 noitseuQ ,elpmaxe roF .smelborp fo sepyt railimafnu ot slliks larudecorp ylppa ot ytiliba
eht stneduts evig osla snoitseuq T.O.H ehT .x + y- = )y-( + x dna 0 = )x-( + x gniwollof eht yb detartsulli ytreporp eht eman ot stneduts sksa 802 egap no 41 noitseuQ ,elpmaxe roF .slliks larudecorp fo gnidnatsrednu rieht etalucitra ot ecnahc a stneduts evig snoitseuQ )T.O.H( gniknihT redrO rehgiH ehT sesac esoht ni mus eht ot sneppah tahw etats
neht dna tnereffid ro emas eht era sngis eht nehw eciton ot stneduts sksa dna sregetni gnidda no smelborp elpmaxe ot refer ot degaruocne si rehcaet eht 502 - 402 segap no ,elpmaxe roF .serudecorp etalucitra ot ecnahc eht stneduts evig taht seigetarts gninoitseuq era ereht ,rab edis eht no ,noitidE srehcaeT eht nI .ycneulf poleved stneduts pleh taht
snoitseuq ynam evig taht snossel fo desirpmoc era sretpahc ehT .4 dna 3 sretpahC ni derevoc yliramirp si hcihw A.SN.7 ni rof dellac era ycneulf dna slliks larudecorP .ot dednetta ylhguoroht ton si 4.B.EE.7 ycneulf rof sllac taht sdradnats eht fo eno ,revewoh ,ycneulf dna lliks larudecorp poleved ot ot is covered in Chapter 6. Chapter 6 focuses on
solving equations and inequalities. There are no lessons that specifically have students use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or mathematical problem, and construct simple equations and inequalities to solve problems by reasoning about the quantities. Though there are places in the lesson that touch on this, there is a lack of problems
that would allow students to develop fluency in constructing simple equations. Attention to Applications: Materials are designed so that teachers and students spend sufficient time working with engaging applications of the mathematics, without losing focus on the major work of each grade The instructional materials for Grade 7 partially meet the
expectation so that teachers and students spend sufficient time working with engaging applications of mathematics, without losing focus on the major work of the grade. Overall, the materials have multiple opportunities for application, but many of the application problems are one-step, routine word problems in which students are directed on the
procedure to follow in order to solve the problem. The materials incorporate the following application type of lessons throughout the chapters. The Power Up Performance Tasks at the end of each chapter offer students multi-step abstract questions where they solve problems by using a variety of solution paths. At the end of each unit there is a unit
project. This project gives students the opportunity to research a topic and relate that information to the mathematics of the unit. The materials have problem solving investigation through-out each chapter. It gives students step-by-step ways to use a problem solving strategy Application problems are called for in 7.RP.A. The majority of this standard
is covered in Chapters 1 and 2. The lessons begin with a real-world link, where students perform a task that introduces the lesson. For example, Chapter 1, Lesson 1 "Rates", students work with a take each other’s pulses and record the results thus starting the conversation about tariffs. There are application problems included in the guided and
independent practice sections, however rarely do students get the opportunity to solve problems without being told how to solve them. Materials rarely give students the chance to choose their own process to solve a problem. Application problems are described in Section 7.NS.A.3 most of this standard is covered in Chapter 4 Lessons 3-8 Application
problems related to this standard are included in a series of lessons in which each lesson teaches the various operations with rational numbers. For example, Lesson 5 “Add and Subtract Mixed Numbers” Most of the lesson is about procedural skills and fluency with some word problems included at the end of the problem set. Word problems are
generally routine and one-step in nature. The problems of application are described in paragraph 7.EE.B.3 of this standard are dealt with in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Although there are many lessons that lead students to hide among mathematical forms, there are very few opportunities for students to discuss why one form would be a better choice than
another. Balance: The three aspects of rigour are not always treated together and not always separately. There is a balance between the 3 aspects of rigour within the grade. The teaching material reviewed for Grade 7 does not meet the expectation that the materials balance all three aspects of rigor with the three aspects that are not always
combined and not always separate. Overall, all three aspects of rigour are present in the materials, however, most lessons focus on procedural skills and fluency, with fewer opportunities for students to discover and apply procedures on their own. There aren’t enough opportunities Students to create their contacts. Occasionally, they will ask
students to make a reflection, but most of the lessons Duties stored of procedures without significant connections. The higher order problems sometimes ask for reflections on the procedural skill. There are several missed opportunities to challenge students to explore their strategies and create opportunities for more solution paths. The materials
mainly provide procedural skills, even the types of application problems are only an invented extension of the procedural skill. Further problems of application in unit projects, 21 Â ° century careers and investigation into the resolution of problems help with the balance between procedural qualification and application. Some attempts are made in
conceptual understanding, however, conceptual understanding is rarely linked to the practice of students. Practical-content connections: the materials significantly connect the standards for mathematical content and standards for mathematical practice, the materials examined for grade 7 do not meet expectations for practical connections. The
materials try to incorporate parliamentarians in every lesson. However, the materials label the articles as parliamentarians that a teacher cannot reliably use the materials to know when an MP is carefully treated. There are many cases in which the questions are labeled as MP when in reality they are only a calculation application. The materials
incorporate questions in which students must justify and explain their answers, but lack lesson structures in which students would discover their solution paths, present their topics and justify their conclusion. The vocabulary is presented but not always incorporated significantly into the lesson. The standards for mathematical practice are identified
and used to enrich the mathematical content inside and during each applicable degree. The didactic materials revised for Grado 7 Partially expectations to identify and use parliamentarians. Overall, the materials clearly identify the MPs and incorporate them into the lessons, however the MPs are often over finished id edneterp ehc am ,onroig
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ipmese odnerffo irtla ad otnemicrasir id etseihcir el eratufnoc orebbervod itneduts ilg iuc ni ,dradnats olled otacifingis oneip led apucco is non ²ÃiC .erorre'l eracifitnedi etnemecilpmes reP essarg ni etattehcite onos ednamod el inoizel enucla nI .on o orev ¨Ã asoclauq es erageips id itneduts ilga onodeihc osseps ednamod etseuQ" elibacitarp otnemogra
nU ertlo'L ertlo'L .erutaclapmi ellus ednamod etlom atinrof eneiv etnangesni'l ,itnangesni ilged enoizide'lled elaretal arrab alleN .eedi onatneserp e onocsiurtsoc questions do a great job in asking higher level questions of Depth of Knowledge and provide support structures to analyze students' topics. In the side bar of teacher edition there are the
activities suggested for teachers to use with students. Very often these activities suggested have students compare or analyze criticism, and analyze responses. For example, Chapter 5, Lesson 1, "Find FiberÂ" Students work in a team where a student creates 3 problems, two are solved correctly and one is incorrect. Other students find the wrong
one and correct it. Higher-order thought problems in the students' practice section incorporate some of the parliamentarians who help students build valid arguments and analyze others' arguments. Students have opportunity to be persistent in their problem solving, to express their reasoning, and to apply mathematics to real-world situations.
However, no further guidance is given on how to promote and support students in developing these skills. Added to this is the fact that many students are rarely offered authentic opportunities to develop the true intention of one of the parliamentarians mentioned above. Materials explicitly follow the specialized language of mathematics. The
materials examined for grade 7 partially meet  expectation  follow the specialized language of mathematics. Overall, materials identify and define the correct vocabulary, but there are only sporadic places where vocabulary is integrated into lessons. At  beginning  each chapter, câÃ is a list of related words that will be used in the chapter. Students
are given a box outlining key concepts and keywords are highlighted in yellow and immediately defined. In the section of guided students answer a question “Building on the Essential Question”, in which they must understand the vocabulary to answer the question. For example, question 3 on page 84 asks: “How can one determine if a Is the
relationship a variation directed by an equation? table? A graphic designer? In each lesson that introduces the new mathematical vocabulary there is a vocabulary start, which frequently uses a graphic organizer to help students understand the new vocabulary. The materials offer a vocabulary related to the beginning of the lessons, however, they are
made a minimum reference as the lesson advances. In this way, students are not explicitly supported to return and review/add to their understanding of these terms. It is assumed that the mastery of the vocabula is immediate. At the end of the chapters there is a vocabulary control included in the chapter review. Students are offered sporadic
opportunities to express the mathematical vocabulary with daily lessons. The materials are lacking in coherent structures to make the mathematical terms significant and incorporate high levels of mathematical language. There are few places where students are given the opportunity to write or explain, in order to evaluate the use of mathematical
vocabulary. The vocabulary is usually made up of keywords highlighted for the introduction of the lesson with a certain definition. Use and design facilitate students' learning: the materials are well designed and take into account the structure and stimulation of effective lessons. The underlying design of the materials distinguishes between problems
and exercises. In essence, the difference is that in solving problems, students learn new mathematics, while in work exercises, students apply that have already learned to build mastery. Any problem or exercise has a purpose. The design of assignments is not accidental: the exercises are shown in intentional sequences. There is variety in it that
students are asked to produce. For example, students are asked to produce answers and solutions, but also, ,osac ,osac led es ,e onatneserppar ehc icitametam itteggo ilged iledef inoizatneserppar onos ivitalopinam I .cce ,icitametam illedom ,immargaid ,inoizageips e itnemogra ,otairporppa odom to written methods. Visual design (in print or online) is
not distracted or chaotic, but supports students to involve thoughtful with the topic. Planning and learning of teachers for success with CCSS: the materials support the learning and understanding of the teachers of the standards. The materials support teachers in planning and in the supply of effective learning experiences by providing qualities
questions to help guide students' mathematical development. The materials contain an edition for teachers with large and useful annotations and suggestions on how to present the content in the student edition and in the auxiliary materials. Where applicable, the materials include the guidance of teachers for the use of incorporated technology to
support and improve students' learning. The materials contain an edition for teachers (in print or clearly distinguished/accessible as a teacher edition in digital materials) which contains explanations at a complete level and examples of the most advanced mathematical concepts in the lessons so that teachers can improve their knowledge of the same
knowledge of the subject, if necessary. The materials contain an edition for teachers (in printing or clearly distinguished/accessible as a teacher edition in digital materials) which explains the role of specific mathematics at the level of degree in the context of the general mathematics curriculum for asylum through the degrees twelveThe materials
provide a list of lessons in the teacher's edition (in printing or clearly distinguished/accessible as an edition of the teacher in digital materials), removing the covered standards and providing an estimated education time for each lesson, chapter and unit ( eg guide). The materials contain strategies to inform parents or healthcare professionals on the
mathematics program and on the suggestions on how they can to support student progress and achievement. The materials contain explanations of the program's educational approaches and identification of research-based strategies. Effective use of technology: material materials Effective use of technology to improve students learning. Digital
materials are accessible and available in more platforms. Digital materials (additional including a textbook or as part of a digital curriculum) are based on the web and compatible with more internet browsers (e.g. Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google Chrome, etc.). In addition, the materials are "neutral of the platform" (ie are compatible with more
operating systems such as Windows and Apple and are not owners of any single platform) and allow the use of tablets and mobile devices. The materials include opportunities to evaluate the mathematical understanding of students and the knowledge of procedural skills using technology. The materials can be easily customized for individual students.
I. Digital materials include opportunities for teachers to customize learning for all students, using adaptive or other innovations. II. The materials can be easily customized for local use. For example, the materials can provide a series of lessons to be drawn on a topic. The materials include or the reference technology that offers teachers and/or
students to collaborate with each other (for example websites, discussion groups, webinar, etc.). Materials integrate technology as interactive tools, manipulative/virtual objects and/or dynamic mathematical software in ways involving students in mathematical practices. Practices.
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